Abstract-In this paper, we present in detail our approach to constructing a world model in a multi-robot team. We introduce two separate world models, namely an individual world model that stores one robot's state, and a shared world model that stores the state of the team. We present procedures to effectively merge information in these two world models in real-time. We overcome the problem of high communication latency by using shared information on an as-needed basis. The snccess of our world model approach is validated by experimentation in the robot soccer domain. The results show that a team using a world model that incorporates shared information is more successful at tracking a dynamic object in its environment than a team that does not use shared information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The need to operate under partial observability and interact with objects in the environment makes the creation of a world model a necessity for most robotic systems.
In a multi-robot system, where several agents interact simultaneously with each other and also with shared portions of the environment, the need for a consistent view of the world is even greater. For systems where the primary goal of the system is to cooperatively map an area using several robots, the challenge is to merge information from several agents coherently. (e.g. [7] , [SI) However, these observations do not need to be merged in real-time, as the environment tends to be static.
In adversarial domains, such as robot soccer, the environment is dynamic. In addition to knowing the positions of its teammates to facilitate cooperation, the robot must be able to quickly locate the ball and avoid adversarial agents. When using local vision as the primary sensor, soccer-playing agents are usually unable to observe their entire environment. Unless communication between teammates is available, each robot must model its environment without input from other agents. Until recently, it was common for teams competing in RoboCup to build their world models without using shared information. The 1999 RoboCup Agilo RoboCuppers mid-sized robot team provides an example of world model design without communication [l] . In the Sony legged-robot league, the hardware for communication was not available on the robots until 2002. In the absence of communication, teams relied on local sensing to build their world models, and fixed roles for team behavior. (e.g. [Ill) The advantages of utilizing communication when it becomes available are obvious. In the RoboCup middlesized robot competition, each team is able to design their own hardware platform. From the beginning, teams have taken advantage of this freedom by incopmating communication hardware into their team design. For example, the Agilo RoboCuppers added communication to their system for the RoboCup 2000 competition. By using a Kalman filter to fuse information about the locations of objects in the environment, they enabled each robot on their team to use a global world model as if it were its own local model [5] . In another highly successful mid-sized robot team, CS Freiburg, each robot maintains a local world model, hut contributes information to a global world model on a single off-board server. This server then sends global world model information back to the individual teammates, allowing them to update their state of the world [4] , [31. However, the presence of communication presents additional challenges. High communication latency can easily prevent teammate agents from forming a synchronized world-view in real-time. Trusting delayed information can introduce more error into an agent's world model than is removed by integrating shared information.
The focus of this paper is to present our solution to the problem of building a real-time world model for a multi-robot team with high-latency communication within the context of the RoboCup Sony AIBO competition. We assume for the purposes of this paper that the robots are able to sense task-relevant objects such as the soccer ball, teammate robots, and opponent robots. The techniques that we describe are applicable to any domain where a robot interacts with a combination of passive objects that can be sensed and manipulated, intelligent agents that can be detected but with whom the robot cannot communicate, and intelligent agents that can communicate with the robot for the purpose of sharing information. The vertical cylinders in the comers of the field . we the color-coded markers that are used by the robots for localization.
SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE FOR BUILDING

STATE
The 2002 AIBO robots perform all computation and sensing on-hoard, with the team forming a fully distributed system. The robots have two sources of information that are used to build state: vision and communication. Each robot is equipped with a CCD camera located at the front of its head. (See Figure 1 ) All relevant objects in the world are color-coded, allowing the identification of an object by its color. The camera information is processed to produce output in the form of (x, y , e), oriented in the robot's local coordinate system, for all of the objects in the current field of view [Ill. The objects that the vision is able to recognize are six color-coded markers at known locations around the field, two goals at either end of the field, the orange ball, and the other robots, which are either blue or red. Figure 2 shows an image of the field.
The robots have an a priori map of the field that gives locations for each of the markers. The locations of the markers as observed by vision are compared to the map and are used by each robot to compute its own location on the field [6] , [lo] . The output of the localization is two 2-dimensional Gaussian distributions, one for the robot's position and one for the robot's heading. Each Gaussian distribution is characterized by:
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This year, wireless communication, in the form of 802.11 Ethernet, was available on the AIBO robots. This communication, although it has low bandwidth and high latency, allows the sharing of state information between teammates. This paper presents our solution to utilizing communicated information effectively, despite being unable to synchronize data streams from different robots due to high latency, and without relying on an external server for centralized information processing.
Using the information acquired by each robot through its own vision and integrating the information communicated between teammates on an as-needed basis, we introduce an approach for representing the world with two separate world models: an individual world model that describes the state of one robot, and a shared world model that describes the state of the team. We identify three distinct classes of objects that are stored in a world model. These are objects that are updated either entirely from vision information, entirely from communicated information, or by using a combination of the two. It is necessary to choose among these three policies to determine an appropriate update procedure for each component of the world model. In our task, a vision-only update is used for the robot's own position wmpusitiun and wmheading, and for the opponent position vector, wmdpponent. The teammate position vector, wmfeanimate, relies entirely upon shared information broadcast by each robot. Only the ball position, wnidall, relies on both sources of information, combining its position as returned by vision with information that is shared between teammates.
INDIVIDUAL WORLD MODEL
The updates to the robot's location, wmposition and wmheading, come directly from localization, which in turn relies entirely on vision and the robot's internal map of the field. Although the vision returns positions for robots of both colors, making it theoretically possible for teammates to observe each other, the robots are physically identical, making it impossible to distinguish visually between robots on the same team. Therefore, a robot will not be able to improve its own localization estimate by integrating estimates of its position broadcasted by its teammates. For this same reason, it is difficult to accurately update the opponent position vector, wmapponent. The vision module returns a vector of the positions of all opponent robots that were observed. Again, there are no visual characteristics that distinguish one opponent from another. In solving this data association problem, we utilize a greedy approach. The world model attempts to match a new observation of an opponent to a previous observation already stored in the world model by updating the stored position that is physically closest to the newly observed position.
For the reasons detailed above that indicate that a robot's own localization is more accurate than estimates of its position broadcasted by teammates, it is preferable to use the position provided shared by each robot to its teammates when updating the teammate position vector, wmfeammate, rather than attempting to integrate both sources of information. When updating, the position of each teammate is requested from the shared world model and stored directly in wmfeammate.
The position of the ball, wmAall, is the only element of our world model that benefits from combining sensing information returned by vision with shared information transmitted between teammate. The procedure to update ball position can be broken down into two steps: an update from vision and an update from shared information.
A. Update f " Vision
The most accurate estimate of ball position, wmbail, is extracted from the information returned by vision and updated as described in Table I . Because vision returns the locations of objects in coordinates local to the robot, whereas the positions are stored in global coordinates in the world model, it is necessary to convert all object positions into global Coordinates. If vision reports that the ball has been seen, it is merged with the old ball position [9] . [21. The merge method takes advantage of the property of Gaussian distributions that states that the product of two Gaussians is also a Gaussian. By multiplying the two position estimates, taking into account their standard deviations, we end up with an estimate that is a weighted average of the old position and the new observation. Because we grow uncertainty with time, old information is given less weight than new information that starts with the default small standard deviation, SMALLLRROR, allowing us to converge to the correct ball position with relatively few observations. However, by not discarding the old ball position out of hand, we are able to maintain a smoother estimate of ball position that does not fluctuate drastically as a result of spurious sensor readings. When merging the ball positions, it is important to limit the standard deviation, own,baii, to no less than the default minimum confidence value, SMALL-ERROR, to prevent it from becoming vanishingly small. 
B. Update from Shared Information
When vision has failed for a certain period of time to provide information about the position of the ball, the ball position is updated, as in Table II , from information stored in the shared world model. The format of the shared world model is described in Section 4.
As explained in Section 2, the communication latency between robots is extremely high. Each robot receives information from its teammates, on average, every .5 seconds, but the latency was occasionally observed to be as high as 5 seconds. Additionally, because timestamps associated with the data are local to each robot and cannot be matched between robots, it is impossible to integrate shared information via a Kalman filter, unlike other implementations that did allow this approach [5] .
Because of these restrictions, we use the shared ball information sparsely, and only when the ball cannot be easily located by an individual robot. If the ball has not been observed by the robot for a period of time greater than ?,h,e,hoid, the best available ball location is requested from the shared world model, using the GETBALLLOCATION function. (See Table IV and the accompanying description in Section 4.)
C. Accounting for Aging Information and Localization
Because the robot soccer environment is dynamic, we expect objects to move over time from where the robot last observed them. Although we intend to investigate velocitytracking in the future, we present here a position-only world model that does not attempt to track velocities. To account for unobserved motion of objects without knowing their velocities, we grow our uncertainty for any object in the individual world model that was not observed in the last time step by adding SMALL€RROR to each object's standard deviation.
The localization module and the individual world model are updated at different times during the system execution, making it necessary to correct the world model to account for changes in localization information. When the robot executes a localization update due to seeing a marker, its estimate of its own position changes, even though its physical position has not changed. To ensure consistency between the individual and the shared world models, objects in both .'world models are stored in global coordinates. However,'this means that changes in the robot's knowledge of its position caused by seeing a marker also make it appear"to the robot as if the other objects in its environment have suddenly changed position with respect to itself. Because we need to know the position of the ball with high accuracy at all times, it is necessary to correct the position of the ball to account for this shift immediately (Table m) . 
IV. SHARED WORLD MODEL
The shared world model is a fully distributed data Structure, with each robot maintaining its own on-board copy. The contents of each robot's shared world model are:
swmposirion, a vector of n teammate positions the ball in the last time step The last flag, swmsawball is important because it prevents other robots from incorporating old or secondhand information into their individual world models when they receive an update from this robot. Each element in swmposition and swmball is made up of a 2-dimensional Gaussian and a timestamp, T , as in the individual world model.
Updates to the shared world model occur asynchronously, with each robot updating its model whenever it receives a broadcast from a teammate. This means that communication latency or dropped messages may cause the shared world model contents to differ among robots. By not requiring synchronization between teammates, we avoid the communication overhead required to synchronize. Each robot broadcasts its own shared information at a rate of 2 He. Although this seems slow, it is due in part to bandwidth limitations. Additionally, because the high and variable latency prevents us from using the shared information for fine-grained control, there is no reason to broadcast at a higher rate. Table IV shows the procedure that is used by the individual world model to access information stored in the shared world model. The GETBALLLOCATION procedure determines which, among all the ball positions estimates reported by the team members, is the 'best' estimate of the true ball position. In the current implementation, we attempt to select the hall estimate that has the lowest uncertainty, and which has been observed within a reasonable period of time, T ,~~~~~~~~. We do not allow a robot to retrieve its own reported estimate from the shared world model, as this would only reinforce the robot's belief without adding new information. Additionally, we require the uncertainty to be below o,hrerhord. a maximum allowable uncertainty.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The shared and individual world models contributed in this paper are fully implemented and were used by the CM-Pack'OZ legged-robot team in the 2002 RoboCup competition. The team performed extremely well, winning the competition to become the world champion.
In order to experimentally verify the efficacy of the world model separate from the overall performance of the team in competition, we designed a controlled experiment in the lab. We compare the behavior of a robot team using our world model, constructed with both sensor and shared the last time step. If the ball has been seen recently, the robot operates in State 2, using the position of the ball saved in its individual world model. State 3 is triggered when the robot chooses to request information from its shared world model, as described in Section 3, and valid shared information is returned. If there is no valid shared information available, and the age of the ball position information in the individual world model'grows beyond a threshold, T~~~~~~, the ball is considered "lost", and the robot transitions into State 4, where the behavior SEARCHSPIN is executed. The threshold of time without knowing the position of the ball that triggers a transition into the SEARCHSPIN behavior was chosen to be approximately 5 seconds. In this behavior, which interrupts the robot's previous behavior, the robot spins in place, attempting to locate the ball on the field. Because this behavior interrupts other behaviors, we seek to minimize its occurrence.
In the experiment that we conducted, we ran two teams, each comprised of three robots, in two soccer games against each other. The teams are identical, with three attacker robots each. However, in one team, the robots were not permitted to use shared information to update the ball position. This is equivalent to forbidding transitions into State 3 as it is depicted in Figure 3 . Each game lasted around 10 minutes, during which the ball was replaced in the center of the field whenever a goal was scored, but the robots were not moved back to their starting positions. Each attacker robot wrote to an on-board log file every frame, and indicated whether or not it was currently executing the SEARCHSPIN behavior, and if this cycle was a new transition into the SEARCH-SPIN behavior. Table V shows the results of our experiment. In this table, SHARED refers to the teams that used shared information and NOSHARED refers to the teams that did not share ball information. The "#starts" column indicates the number of times that the robots transitioned into the SEARCHSPIN behavior. The "cycles in search" column gives the total number of behavior cycles in which the SEARCHSPIN behavior was executed.
The robots use the confidence and timestamp values stored in the individual world model to determine when to transition into the SEARCHSPIN behavior. Therefore, we consider the SEARCHSPIN behavior to provide an accurate estimate of how frequently the individual world model considers the hall to be lost. Without shared information from their teammates, the robots considered the ball to he lost for 19.47% of the game time, over 10 times more than the robots that did incorporate shared information. They were forced to interrupt their game-playing behavior to search for the ball on average every 306 frames, 4.2 times more often than the team incorporating shared information. By effectively integrating information that is shared between cooperative agents, as demonstrated by these results and the results shown in [U], we are able to minimize the instances in which the robots are unable to locate the ball, thus improving the performance of our robots over what they would be able to achieve without cooperation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented OUT approach for building a real-time world model for a fully distributed multirobot team. Communication between teammates on our hardware platform had high and variable latency, making it impossible to synchronize with sensor data that anived predictably at 20 Hz. Despite this challenge, we were able to utilize shared information effectively by building both an individual and a shared world model for each agent, and using shared information only when appropriate and on an as-needed basis.
Our experimental results clearly show that sharing information about the state of the world with teammates helps robots to overcome the problem of partial observability when locating relevant objects in their environment. By using both the individual and the shared world models, the robots were more aware of the position of the task relevant dynamic object (e.g the ball), and needed to interrupt their goal-directed behaviors to re-acquire its position with lower frequency.
Communication, even with lower latency, and the need to merge state information gathered by local sensing with collaborative information shared between robots on the same team, are ongoing challenges for the multi-robot domain. Our approach, detailed in this paper, contributes a step towards meeting this challenge by providing a method that is applicable to any multi-robot team that operates under equivalent real-time and high latency communication conditions.
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